Charge air cooler
Developed for more
pressure and power.

First day customer solutions
From a small radiator repair shop to a
heat exchanger production company
Yetsan Auto Radiator was founded by three brothers in Corum,
Turkey early in 1970’s. They started the business with repairing
radiators and making some metal work. And in the following
years they started to produce unique heating systems for cars and
trucks. After the serial production of the cabin heating systems
company started to manufacture copper-brass heater cores for
cabin heating system. In 1990 company made new investments
in order to manufacture new cabin heaters and copper brass heat
exchangers. In 2007 in addition to our copper brass heat exchanger
production we started to manufacture aluminum radiators and
charge air coolers with the use of the most up-to-date production
Technologies.

Yetsan is the expert in copper brass radiators,and now we are bringing our know
how to the aluminum radiator production. We have over 25 years design and manufacturing experience in producing aftermarket and OEM charge air cooler, radiators, heater cores and oil coolers. Many well known customers have put their trust
in our products. From the first heater core we produced to the latest products such
aluminum radiators we created value through technology. We offer solutions for
every cooling problem with our compact, high performance, robust, long lasting
products.
We are offering the following products for the automotive industry:
• Radiators
• Charge air coolers
• Oil coolers
• Heater Cores

A charge air cooler is one type of heat exchanger which is used in todays automotive industry. The aim of the cahrge air cooler is suppying cold air by engine during
the combustion process.
One of the important function of the cooling system is to allow the engine to reach
operation temperature. If the engine below the operation temperature exhaust
emission will increase, integral engine component wear faster then the their nominal life. Most modern cars use aluminum heat exchanger. These heat exchanger are
made by reinforced plastic tank and brazing thin aluminum fins to flattened aluminum tubes. The coolant flows from the inlet to the outlet through many tubes
mounted in a parallel arrangement. The fins conduct the heat from the tubes and
transfer it to the air flowing through the heat exchanger.
During the combustion process charge air cooler performs a critical job. If charge
air cooler fail to supplier density cool air enginee performance w’ll decrease and
emission level will be increase.

Special solution for special problem

Heavy duty trucks and bus division has met and exceeded
our customers specifications with our copper brass radiators, heater cores and aluminum charge air coolers. We
have invested in our brazing line to produce the best intercoolers in the market.
Made to performance
Yetsan Radiator has introduced a new line
of heavy duty charge air coolers (CACs)
for trucks and transportation vehicles.New
charge air cooler manufacturing with aluminum multi port extruded tube.The extruded tubes improve structural stability to
withstand the vibration, heat and expansion
routinely experienced by heavy-duty vehicles and equipment.
The extruded tube charge air cooler has
been proven to exceed manufacturer’s
specifications for heat transfer when subjected to wind tunnel testing. Multi port extruded (MPE) tube is height refined quality
product and characterised by the following
properties :

Pushing limitation

Making the best even better

With the close working enviropment give that opportintiy to producing very diffuclty extrusion tube
profile. After the try and error.

Multi port extruded profiles , with their larde
internal surface area, yield more efficient
heat transfer and are therefore ideal for
use in highly effective heat exchanger. Multi
port extruded tube in brazed heat exchanger
solution have been the chosen technology
in automotive industry past 15 years. So the
time is in for the stationary coolant industry.

We push the limits of the technology and constantly look at how we can come up with these bright
new ideas, either within the tube manufacturer
company or working with partners.You work with
the business-group engineers to make sure these
cool technologies actually end up in a product or
a service. The third role, in the middle, is the incubator. Some of these new technologies like aluminum extrured technologies might work on the
computer enviropment at the same time these
technologies have to proof it in the real working
enviropment, but before the business groups will
take them on you need to make sure no more invention is required. In this phase we try to understand fully the business value of these ideas and
incubate them to a level where the business group
says, “Yes, I want to invest in that.”

We have high technology manufacturing areas which is applied to all of our production
sections, brazed aluminum heat exchangers.
Our engineering staff takes every step of the
design and manufacturing processes seriously to make sure that all the products we make
meets the quality of our Original Equipment
customers. We use the most modern CAD/
CAM programs in the design and production
areas to meet the quality requirements of our
customers .

• Pressure drop solutuion
• Higher performance
• High corrosion resistance
• High recycling value
• High surface quality
• High pressure resistance
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Solution for green world

The intercooler is assembled from components of extruded tubes and fins which are made from the best aluminum
materials. The core is than brazed and the result is a very
strong intercooler due to the reinforcement given by the
multi port exyruded tube and outer fins.
State of the art production
Niche markets are suited to our strength.
Our agricultural and construction equipment
division offers more than a hundred different
products for different brands. We have grown
in the agricultural and construction equipment markets over the last years, and new
products are continuously developed. These
products which are 100% OEM standards are
sold both in aftermarket and OE market.
Using the state of the art production technologies Yetsan is offering the following
products for this market:
• Radiators (aluminum & copper brass)
• Charge air coolers (with MPE)
• Charge air coolers (with turbulator)
• Transmission oil coolers (bar and plate)
• Heater Cores
• Cabin heater
• Condenser

Our strength in manufacturing resides in
our medium size factories. The medium size,
product oriented factories provides flexibility
in our manufacturing processes, fast production times and cost efficient products.
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We know that communication is a key component of the design process. Our tool development department uses the latest hardwares and softwares which enables us to
exchange design ideas with our customers
very quickly. The complete heat exchanger is
designed in the CAD platform as a solid file,
and than the design is shared with the customer for confirmation and modification purposes. After the final approval of the design
our tooling department gets started with the
tooling process.

Based on the experiance,
Yetsan is in the position to
be a component, cooperative
partner starting at a product
development stage. This often resut in reduced development cost and a compatitive end product with higher
quality.
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